IMAGINARY PAGES
We could not wait for this new 2018 release
of Kim Cameron’s SEAPER POWER, The
Red Cap. It features a 10 year old
Hawkanzian boy named Mike who lives in
Nantucket with his family and loves the
ocean. Hawkanzians were a long line of
humans who learned that the connection
between the sea, sea life, human and
animals creates unity and strength and can
protect the earth in the long run.
Like Emma in Kim Cameron’s previous
books, Mike could talk to animals and are
friends with a whale named Walter and
an Atolla Wyvillei jellyfish named Jinkins.

Walter had saved Jinkins from some sharks some years ago and they became great
friends. Walter even carried the little, red jellyfish everywhere we went.
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In this series, Mike discovers that some Whalers were killing the whales in the ocean
for their whale oil. Mike even hid the oil so that the whalers couldn’t sell it to make
money to go find more whales for oil.
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The Whale oil is used in the village to provide heat, so Mike and his new friends Riley
and Sidney have to figure out a way to help the whales and also keep heat in the
village.
He then sets out on an adventurous journey to save the whales by migrating them to a
secret part of the ocean in Florida. During their trip, Mike with the help of some
farmers in Bermuda, had to ward off the whalers who had caught up to him when they
realized he was the one responsible for hiding their oil and migrating the whales. The
farmer loved Mike and made him a red straw hat so it could protect him from the sun
as he continued his journey.
Mike was finally able to get the whales hidden and safe in Florida and was later called
the Guard of the Sea. His ability to talk to animals made him assist in rescuing people
lost at sea and trade information. Mike was happy to be the oceans protector and
protector of the Whales. He stayed in Florida with his whales and friends and often
wore his red cap which he loved because it looked just like Jinkins on top of Walter’s
blowhole.
This series is so wonderful and is perfect for whale lovers and travelers. It’s loaded
with information about whales and other animals that children will just love. We love all
the adventures at sea and love that the children in these books are so hopeful and
brave.
For more information about the Seaper Power Adventure Series or to purchase the
books and stuffed sea friends, please visit www.seaperpowers.com. Happy
Swimming!!
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